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Data structures and tools from computational geometry help to solve problems  in computer graphics; these methods have been widely adopted by the computer  graphics community yielding elegant and efficient algorithms.

This book focuses on algorithms and data structures that have proven to be  versatile, efficient, fundamental, and easy to implement. The book familiarizes  students, as well as practitioners in the field of computer graphics, with a  wide range of data structures.

The authors describe each data structure in detail, highlight fundamental  properties, and present algorithms based on the data structure. A number of  recent representative and useful algorithms from computer graphics are described  in detail, illuminating the utilization of the data structure in a creative  way.
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Practical Color Management: Eddie Tapp on Digital PhotographyO'Reilly, 2006
The second book in this acclaimed series from noted photographer and digital imaging expert Eddie Tapp delves into color management, a topic that has needlessly become a mystery to experienced digital photographers, whether they're avid amateurs, serious students, or working professionals. With his easygoing yet authoritative...
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SharePoint 2010 Development with Silverlight (Microsoft .Net Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2011

	This book is for every SharePoint developer who wants to build state-of-the-art solutions with Silverlight—within the enterprise, for consulting clients, or for commercial sale.


	 


	Developers increasingly want to build rich applications that run in the...
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Web Hacking: Attacks and DefenseAddison Wesley, 2002
"Both novice and  seasoned readers will come away with an increased understanding of how Web  hacking occurs and enhanced skill at developing defenses against such Web  attacks. Technologies covered include Web languages and protocols, Web and  database servers, payment systems...
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WordPress 2.7 CompletePackt Publishing, 2009
Using WordPress, you can easily create dynamic blogs and websites with great content and many outstanding features. It is an ideal tool for developing blogs and though it is chiefly used for blogging, it can also be used as a complete CMS for a regular website with very little effort. You can customize the features, incorporate your own design, and...
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jQuery: Novice to NinjaSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2012

	
	
		No matter what kind of ninja you are—a cooking ninja, a corporate lawyer ninja, or
	
		an actual ninja ninja—virtuosity lies in first mastering the basic tools of the trade.
	
		Once conquered, it’s then up to the full-fledged ninja to apply that knowledge in
	
		creative and inventive ways.
	

...
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Quicken 2009 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
If just thinking about financial management gives you a headache, personal finance software is better than aspirin. Quicken is tops, and Quicken 2009 For Dummies is the quickest and easiest way to put it to work.
    Here’s the plain-English guide to using the newest update of the nation’s leading personal finance software....
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